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Ethiopia's need of a seaport on the Red Sea. I still regard that
as muck more important than loans or other financial assistance.
I insist that the main factor barring Ethiopia from civilisation
is the lack of a seaport, and if Italys motive for the conquest
of Ethiopia is to civilise the country, I find in her resistance to the
Zfyla offer reason for some sarcasm" But he pointed out that
no proposals of a territorial nature had jet been received by the
Ethiopian Government from any source.
In reply to the Italian threat to raise the question of slavery
at Geneva, the Emperor was gratified that Italy used Geneva
for any question whatsoever, but he objected that slavery was
not confined to Ethiopia, since it flourished too in Tripoli and
Eritrea, a fact not denied by the Italians themselves and one
of, which the League was well aware. It was an insufficient
argument for the transfer of the so-called colonial provinces which
were member States of Ethiopia by treaty and in historical fact.
The Emperor expressed surprise that the export of arms caused
any hesitation, seeing that the Treaty of 1931 allowed arms to
maintain Ethiopian independence and integrity, and he fell thai
all the world knew that Ethiopia stood for peace at that moment.
cc If Italy is still allowed to send munitions and export licences
for arms for Ethiopia are withheld, Ethiopia will be unable to
maintain her independence. I am particularly injured at the atti-
tude of Czechoslovakia and Belgium, where Ethiopian agreements
with private firms had previously received official consent.
" The Italian threat to peace appears to me to be flagrant.
If Italy declares war, or her troops dare to cross the frontiers,
Ethiopia will fight immediately and simultaneously appeal to
the League"
The Emperor preferred one to walk out of his presence
backwards. Later a carpet was laid to indicate, to the
geometrically minded, the precise course on which they
should direct that blind part of their body which they
carried behind them. I passed the door without this
ingenious aid. An American colleague was not so accurate,
and bruised his bumper bars.
The Emperor, who had been waiting for this moment,
relaxed into a charming smile.

